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intro: someone snitched on me cuz i aint been nothing
but bad

V: LIKE WTF OMG
someone snitched on me cuz i rap to good and i get
crunker than a mofo should especially for a little white
kid i like to do it like this like that
if ya talk shit ima smack you wit a bat
like hanh like hanh thats that spankys
just to bad X7
geeze i guess im just to crazy X2
BAD MUTTA ERRIT BAD MUTTA ERRIT
CRAZY BAD MUTTA ERRIT

CH:
Someone snitched on me cuz i aint been nuttin but bad
man im crazy da crazy da crazy crazy crazy

V2:
lets see how crazy can 1 kid be
soulja boy says im going to superman that hoe and
chicks love it
let me put it in its real terms
im going to hit it from behind and
skeet skeet on your back then throw a blanket on it X2
throw a blanket on it X2
yea yea let me see you get all bad X3
for shizzle my nizzle im gettin crizzle
in this hizzle thats rizzle like real rizzle
you know what im saying my kidizzles?

CH:

V3:
FUCK WTF IS THIS ABOUT
WTF WTF WTF IS THIS ABOUT
MAN YOUR A FUCKING SLUT YOU CUNT
YOU FUCKIN DIRTY ASS HOE BAG
IDK EVEN KNO MAN X3
DAMN YOUR A FUCKING UGLY ASS HOE
I THINK I WANT TO SLAP YOU NO!
LET ME YOU TELL YOU SOMETHING MAN
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I SMOKE ROCKS MAN I SMOKE ROCKS NOT!

CH:
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